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At night time a drop of castor oil put into the eye will
prevent the lids from sticking.
(v) The rural dispensary. For eye diseases (and for all
other diseases too) the village must keep in touch with the
nearest dispensary. The schoolmaster, a lambardar, or
some other good citizen should make up parties of children,
and take them to the doctor if the hospital is within reach.
If not, arrange with the doctor to visit the village, and have
every one who should see him ready when he comes.
Include in the party all children who cannot see the black-
board or their lesson books properly, all children with
squints, or bad eyes of any kind. And while you are about
it include in your hospital party all sufferers from every
kind of disease and ailment. Why not make the fullest
use possible of the doctor and try to reduce all preventable
or curable suffering in your village to a minimum ?
(vi) Newborn babies. Every baby, as soon as it is born,
must have a drop of one per cent solution of silver nitrate
put into each e}'e to avoid neo-natal ophthalmia. Certifi-
cated dais are taught to do this, so never call any other
kind of dai.
Vaccination and re-vaccination will remove yet another
cause of possible eye-trouble.
5. Organization. Curative and preventive health
services are very difficult to organize in our innumerable
villages. We have a network of dispensaries with the
nearly achieved ambition of having them not more than
ten miles apart. But the more ill a man is, the harder is it
to move him ;x rural doctors sit partially idle at their
dispensaries although between them and the next dispensary
1 A light ambulance with bicycle wheels which one man or a
Boy Scout can push has been designed, and is being marketed in
Lahore
CORRIGENDUM
The section headed (iv) General on p. 126
should be read after section (vi) on p. 118.

